INFORMAL—Barbara Stanwyck crosses stockingless toes and Fred MacMurray (behind the pitcher) relaxes with loosened tie at a radio drama rehearsal.

Lunch ready in a jiffy.....

A rich beef stock vegetable soup

Lunch for four—or six—or eight—a delicious meal in itself ready in just a few minutes if you have Campbell’s Vegetable Soup handy. You’re certain of everyone praising the tempting flavor of its fiber different nourishing vegetables, and the extra-rich, extra-flavoring beef stock in which the vegetables have been cooked. And if children happen to be at the table, they’ll tell you how thoroughly they enjoy every spoonful of this delicious soup—and it’s no go for them. Why not serve Campbell’s Vegetable Soup for lunch tomorrow? Your guests keep it.

Campbell’s Vegetable Soup

CONTAINING RICH BEEF BROTH PLUS 15 GARDEN VEGETABLES